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LENIN'S TEACHINGS OK TRUTH AND MODERN SCIENCE 

[Following Is a translation of an article ~by 
G, A. Kursanov in Priroda (Nature), Vol. XLVIII, 
No. 9, 1959, pages 3-10]. 

In Lenin's works of genius "Materialism and Sßpiriocritieism" and 

"Philosophical Notebooks" profound ideas are developed in the doctrine 

on truth, which are being continually confirmed in contemporary science 

and practice. V. I. Lenin developed his ideas based on the most impor- 

tant thesis laid down by Karx and Engels and using and critically eval- 

uating Hegel's conception of truth} he generalised the most recent data 

furnished by scientific cognition of the world and the development of 

social relations of his epoch. Simultaneously he subjects the views on 

truth of Machism, Neo-Kantism and pragmatism to profound and many-sided 

criticism. 

V. I. Lenin's development of the idea of truth is based, in our 

opinion, on the following gnosiologlcsl principlest  on recognition of 

the decisive role of practice in cognition as its basis and moving force, 

as the main goal of cognition and as the determining criterion of truth; 

and «n analysis of the contradictory nature of the process of cognition 

of the world of man. Based on this, V. I. Lenin considers truth in 

the first place as a process of the reflection in the conscicueness 

of man of the laws of the material worldj in the second place as a 

definite concrete-historical result of cognition of the world? in the 

third place it shows the contradictory character of truth as an expres- 

sion of the contradictory nature of the entire process of cognition. 



At the same time, Lenin always «mphaaised the great active role of 

human reason in cognition of the world. For this reason it is possible, 

guided by Lenin's thesis, to define truüi .today as follows« truth is 

the process of the reflection in the consciousness of man of .thgJag," 

of the material world, while at the same time, men forms a scientifio 

picture of the world. 

It is also necessary, in our opinion, to emphasise that there is 

only one truth, but it can be described from various logical sides* 

from the point of view of its objective, absolute, relative or concrete 

nature. It was these points of view in the doctrine on truth which 

were developed especially profoundly in the philosophical works of V. I. 

Lsain. 

The^leotivonesB of trutht    The idea of the objectives es of 

truth is central to the doctrine of truth in general of dialectical 

materialism, which was developed from ell sides by V. I. Lenin.    Con- 

eidering truth as a process, he emphasises that this process is the 

coincidence of the thought with the object, while the entire process of 

cognition proceeds "from a subjective concept and a subjeotive goal to 

objective truth."1)    In addition, 7. I. Lenin consistently and undeyi- 

atingly holds to the thought that "to recognize objective truth" is the 

same thing as "to hold to the materialist theory of cognition."2)    The 

objectivity of truth is the determining basis of all other logioal 

description of truth - its absolute, relative and oonorete character. 

On this level, the only oorreet conoept of truth in general is the 

concept of objective truth»   truth is always and in every oase objec- 

tive truth.   At the same time 7. I. Lenin always points out that 
*   (see footnotes at end of report) 



the concept of objective truth is wholly determined by the criticism 
it 

of practice, without which/is pointless to talk about truth at all. 

The logical cesoept of objective truth can bo olmrmet»rl*ed Sn 

two «aye.    In the first place, objective troth, as is truth is. gaaaeral, 

is a reflection in the consciousness of ssan of the attributes of and 

'links and relation between objeots of the mterial world - that which 

Hegel repeatedly calls the coincidence of the concept with reality, 

accordance of objectives« with the concept, the identity of the eon- 

cept and'objeotlreness*    In spite of the obvious and clear nature of the 

given tlpais, it is of isportano* in principle and is directed against 

subjectivism In cogssitio» in general and against various subjective 

oe»c®pis of truth in particular*    In the seoond place» ate. V. I. Lmin 

•spaeially anE&*six«8, tbe subjective nature of truth ©assists 1B that 

the aontmt of our knowledge do« not depend on the subject, dees sot 

depend en the   hu»n being or on huisanity. 

fids thesig acquires special significance la the light of the 

developssent of contemporary scientific knowledge«, 

Let us recall feat already in his    work «Marxism and *evi «ionim* 

?* I. Lenin enpfaftalxed that, If gtoaetrioal axlon» were to eosae up 

ag®.i»st the interests of people» they would probably be refuted«    lha« 

the absolute law of aature - the law of the conservation of wetter and 

motion. * refutes all assertion» of idealists &nd theologians on the 

4»struetlo& «f aattwr and tbe min of tiu» world.    It 1« thus natural 

that, in the course of maay decades, it has been subjected by t&em to 

th@ fiercest att»ekss while physical idealists and   theologians strive 



to interpret the most recent discoveries of science tendentiously, so 

as to create the appearance that this universal law of nature has not 

been fulfilled. In the contemporary period one of the sharpest suoh 
oL 

attempts were speculations with the phenomenon/ß-disintegration, in the 

prooess of which it at first appeared, that the laws of the conservation 

of energy and the moment of the quantity of motion which express the 

absolute law of nature from the concrete side, were infringed. The 

opponents of materialism saw an infringement of the law of the conser- 

vation of energy in the fact that the atomic nuclei of a given radio- 

active isotope in the ^-disintegration lose an identical quantity of 

energy, while the energy of the electrons eradiated in this has differ- 

ent values» Mere then does the remaining part of the nuclear energy 

disappear to? Could this possibly be an infringement of the law of 

conservation with all the oonaequeacee resulting from it? 

No, naturally, there can here also be no question of any infringe- 

ment of the law* It was soon after suggested and later established 

firmly that in the B~disintegration, in addition to the electron (or 

positron) a very  small particle of neutrino is emitted, whioh carries 

with it a definite amount of energy equal to the difference between 

the maximum energy Er, which was lost by the nucleus and the energy of 

the eleotron« However, the distribution of energy between the electron 

and the neutrino may vary. This was a new, brilliant confirmation of 

the objective truth of the absolute law of nature, the sense and con- 

tent of which do not at all depend on the subjective opinions and 

desires of the idee lists nnd theologians. At the same time, the 



objective truth of truly scientific laws, theories and ideas is the 

gr&nite base for the further fruitful development of science» 

The principle of the objectivity of truth has not only decisive 

theoretical significance in cognition, but also makes it possible to 

explain the role and significance of science in the practical activity 

and life of man, Hegel already, in "The Phenomenology of the Spirit" 

showed that man with his reason, by mastering as a cognitive subject 

tha object opposed to hlai, is transformed from a slave into a master« 

If, says Hegel,, "the essence of domination is the reverse of ■what it 

wants to be, then slavery also4 in its final result, becomes tha opposite 

of what is seems directly? as it is alienated in itself, this conscious- 

ness returns to itself'and turns to true in dependence. ■' This true 

iadepsndeac« is acquired by the cognitive subject by filling his con- 

sciousness with objectively - true content* In his -works "Materialism 

and Empiriooritiolsm*, 1»  I. Lenin gives a classical formulation, which 

expresses the- most important, thought on the supremacy of man over the 

surrounding world because of MB objectively - true cognition* "Supre- 

macy over nature which is manifested in the practice of humanity, is 

the result of an objective - faithful reflection in the human brain of 

phenomena and processes of naturej it is proof.that the reflection ...» 
the 

is objective, absolute and eternal truth»"'*) In the light of/contem- 

porary scientific achievements of humanity, this Leninist thought was 

brilliantly confirmed» The creation of artificial earth satellites and 

the first artificial planet of the solar system is an expression of 

profound penetration into the objective laws of the movement of earth 



and heavenly bodies,    the era of interplanetary travel and conquest of 

world space has begun and this signifies the beginning of a   new epoch 

of   the aupjr@»i.oy of ffl&n over   nature, a supremacy achieved by objec- 

tively - true cognition of its laws.    Obviously,, this did not eosse 

about suddenly, not like a Deu* ex Sfeohiaftj, but as a result of a loag 

and complicated process of the development of hussa» Imowledge, as a 

result of uninterrupted and acre and »ore profound discovery by ®aa of 

heretofore Inaccessible secrete of isatare« 

Finally, it ig necessary to remark, that these Leninist ideas on 

the understanding   of the objectivity of truth are the complete aati- 

thesis and show the groundlessness of the assertions of the gaoaiolo- 

gista of pragmatism with their ittstruatesital conception of truth»   As is 

well-known,, the logical oo&sequeace of this concept^ as long as it   - 

serves as necessary tastruQuaats in the "biological adaptation to the 

environment^ quite independent of m& against the objective - true 

sens® and significance of all our ooaeepta and theories»   the opposi- 

tion ©f Mantist to pragB&tist theory of   truth was clearly expressed 

by V» I« Lenin in the following words«    aTo consider truth as an foagtru- 

ffijaat of cognition meang in essence to go over to the side of agnosticism, 
„»  rurtkerraore 

i.e« to abandon m&iterlelisiB.«    '      /      outstanding »sabers of an Italian 

pragsatist society with the pretentious aase "Leonardo* arrived at an 

assertion of the idmtity of truth and liee (i).    This follows completely 

"logically" frsa the concept of Instrumentalis» and the denial of the 

objective nature of truth* 

Eke contradictory nature of the process of the eogpaiitlo» of trut&fr 



Hb* dialecties of the absolute and relative nature of truth.    The pro- 

cess of the oogßitie» of truth Is the process of aohie-ring the objec- 

tive truth of the theories, concepts,  laws and other forms of taan 

«nought«    Undoubtedly in this process ft certain, role belongs to live 

contemplation, when sensations, perception and «moepts aria« ia huntn 

consciousness*   Nevertheless, the real process of getting to know the 

truth begins with th» rise of scientific thoughts   At the same tiros 

always, as Lenin points out, practice checks on and confirms th© objec- 

tive truth of our every step ia cognition of the world, starting from 

elementary sensual concepts and ending,   with higher scientific abstrao- 

tioas-and scientific ideas» 

In proceeding to a discussion     of th© dialectic of fee process of 

the eogaitloa of truth, V. I*  Ienin highly v*lu»s fegel'* thought,  that 

truth is realised only is the mm total of all- sides of reality,  ia all 

th® variety of its cenaectlORS   and relations.    For this reason it is 

, natural that th» prooess of the cognition of truth is an uninterrupted 

«ad «sdl«.es na7«a«nt of human knowledge from the appearance to th» «•-< 

89aee, from th,s less profound    to the a»er© profound essenoes, fro©: on,® 

form of connection and iaterdepaadenc© to another» more profound sad 

aor* g«aer»l.    fh& logical oriet&lllzt.tion of this complicated and 

contradictory process is revealed in the dialectic of th© absolut© and 

relative nature of truth which was disclosed aad discussed profoundly 

froM all sides hj V0 1«  Lenin• 

The absolute nature of truth is expressed by the fact that it is 

, possible for a human being to acquire oo-xaplate and exhaustive know- 



ledge of all laws of the surrounding world. The relative nature of 

truth is characterized by the approximate nature of our knowledge, the 

definite degree of the penetration of our consciousness into the inex- 

haustible essence of matter, the definite level of human knowledge 

achieved in any given epoch» At the same time, as was stated above, 

the absolute end relative nature of truth are entirely based - as 

logical characteristics of truth - on its objective character. 'The 

absoluteness SK well at? the relativity have meaning and significance 

only in connection with the objectivity of truth, without which all 

discussions of truth becoaie nonsense* 

In the historic process of the cognition of truth the mutual and 

contradictory connection between its absoluteness and relativity is 

revealed« It must be-mentioned by the way, that this connection was 

intuitively pointed out in ancient Indian philosophy and the philoso- 

phy of Js.ir.ism and especially in Buddhist philosophy» On the one hand, 

the absolute nature of the world is realized in an uninterrupted series 

of relatively - true theses with an ever»increasing degree of profundity 

and »ccuraoy, reflecting the infinitely compliested laws of the material 

world«, But, en the other hand, the relativity of truth is at the same 

tisie also its absoluteness; thuss every relatively-true step in the cog- 

nition of the world, means a step towards cognition of the full, absolute, 

inexhaustible content of reality. This is a general dialectic law of 

the entire process of human cognition which is being realized in many 

sectors of scientific knowledge* 

Let us illustrate this with a characteristic fact in the develop- 

ment of contemporary science. One of the fruitful ideas of the theory 

~~ 8  "*"" 



of relativity is the idee of the dependence of the geometrical attri- 

butes of apace on It« physical nature, an idea which TOS pötoted out 

already by Lrt*flh*vsWy and Uaun.« Hi^orloalJy, the first step in 

the cognition of metrical attributes of spaas was the geometry of 

Buelid, fro® which follows the following expression for a linear ele- 

ment (in $£Sc<*rti*H coordinates). 

ds2 *.<*** + *f* +  df 
This expression Is the first approximation in. the cognition of the geo- 

metrical relations of th» real world* it ofearacterlses with a certain 

degree of ,aceuraoy the raal relation» of apati>l bodies, abstracting 

itself from their differing physical.-nature«    Tm next step is the 

expression givm in the theory of relativity, whioh utilises, as is 

well-teowi, n<^: interrelations of non-E«elid«*«t geoe&etry.    The linear   . 

ttaurt is here expressed with th» help of a fundamental setrieal tmsor 

d$% ®* %?** dXfr dXfß 
where the function* of Stnyare components of a sysaaetrieal oovarlent 

taasor and   describe the metrical relationships In the «paee-tiM« con- 

tinuum as well as the gravitational field*    This means a more profound 

cognition of the attributes of real space but, at the same time, » thie 

is particularly interesting fro» th© gaoei&loglofcl point of view - all 

thie doss not chang© the relationships of Baolideaa geoaetryj they 

rsisai^ in form in as infto.it»Jy small field and are still the first 

approximation to cogaition of the metrical attributes of real space in 

general (moreover, as a rule this is sufficient in ordinary engineering 

practice).    Bwvvar, evan th® given expression does not exhaust th© 

S-«iiire wealth and variety of real space attributes.    As is correctly 



pointed out by academician V. A. Fok, this expression refers to move- 

ment of an uncharged material point in the field of gravitation.    If, 

however,  the material point is charged,  it will be influenced also by 

the external electro-magnetic field.    In this case the metrics of space 

become more complicated and the following formula will be in force for 

where the second term of the right hand part of the equation expresses 

the influence of the potential of the external electromagnetic field. 

In developing these ideas further,  V, A, Fok remarks correctly that 

"the distribution of masses in space is of an insular nature", as is 

attested by astronomical observations.    In connection with this he gives 

the following expression for the linear element (for infinite space)« 

However, in Einstein's equation an equal distribution of mess in space 

is being considered, which, naturally,  is a certain approximation.6' 

However,  regardless of the great scientific significance of these 

ideas, all the above-mentioned equations do not express the entire 

infinite variety of real spatial relations, they do not consider, in 

particular, the influence of the reezon, neutron,    and other physical 

fields on the geometrical attributes of space. . For this reason, the 

terms of the equation can not be considered es absolute,  complete truths, 

but express a certain degree of our penetration into the infinitely 

complicated and varied connections and relationships of real space,  they 

express the unity of the absoluteness and relativity of truth, which 

corresponds to the given concrete level of human knowledge. 

10 



Leninist    idea, on the question of the absolute and relative na- 

ture of truth serve as the strongest theoretical weapon in the struggle 

both against r.l*tiv«m     and agnosticism in contemporary bourgeois ghos- 

iology and against tl* dog-atim of oonf ?o«ry theologians and neo- 

r.all.tB with their assertions of absolute and eternal "God's truth.« 

Relativism and agnostic!*, are preached particularly in contrary 

SnoBiologjr of ieo-tenti« an* mantle ide.ll»-    Suffice it to cite the 

so-called «principle of tolerance« of Kenwp. which leads to complete 

arbitrorlwss in ..ttlng up any logical or scientific syet««.  completely 

independently of the objective truth of any theories,  concepts,  ideas, 

etc.    Lenin', idea of the organic link beiden the objectivity, absolute- 

ness end relativity of truth shows th» collet, groundless.« of the 

assertion,  of the relativist., which in «seence express repudiation of 

scientific cognition of the world. 

In the same way the dogmatic assertions of contemporary theologians 

,nd nee-realists on the exigence of absolut, and Mutable «Ood- truths 

are ,h*m to be completely groundless in the light of  Unini.t ideas. 

Thus,  the Than!rt Britain assert, that truth is contained in God and, 

in addition,  thrf God Bl»*elf is truth «prinary and sovereign". Tto 

thing is preached by Santayana, «ho a»«rt. thot.ia «» higher realm- . 

the real« of the  spirit-God appears .8 truth,  happiness,   good and beauty.« 

The .«* ideas .l.o are developed bv prof.Mors of theology of the Catho- 

lic university of  ix>uvains who recently published a special collection of 

articles    devoted to problem of truth and freedom.    Their mein idea 

consists in proclaiming    the existence,  in addition to "ordinary" and 

same 

u 



«scientific« and «philosophic«* truth, of a higher «religious truth* 

which alone is capable of "penetrating the secrets of to* existence 

and the secrets of the imife««* In a -d.oi.iT. and exhaustive" wy, 

i.e. ab»olv*aly.    The s«e spirit-there is not a slagl* a«ir idea in 

<this-*La also expressed in Pep, Pin, SIX apaaoh to welche participant 

'at the btanatlonal PMloaophaw'Gmgraa« in Italy 1B September 1958. 

Ha called on them to get to toow the, «supernatural truth of tha Chrta- 

tien faith"1*» it cantatas*' "anticipation of true bliss, a pledge of 

God*a flwor, i»ortality «id joy.-»)   All these and aladlar aaaartiaa 

are completely refuted on tha baaia of Ianlitiat id*, on the absolut. 

ana relattT* nature of truth,  on the baai. of a profound uadaratanding 

of truth as a pnoaas of uninterrupted, atamal approbation of fauna* 

knowledge to infinitely ooaplieated and inexhaustible reality*    And      .. 

this,  obviously, excludes any dogmtio,  theological assertion« on 

"absolute" and "eternal di'vfn* truths* 

Th» orinolpla of fee om^nt^jM^sj^Jä^jsSLiiL^SSS^^ 

aiui p»eti«al ■lffifioan«.    Troth, a. it is the prooase of imtotarwp- 

ted development of hu«an tao«rlac«a.  is ol« * daftaito c«orate-l>ia- 

tori« result of cognition, expressing a qualitatively defined stage in 

the aaralopauart of knowledge.    On thla laral,  truth reflects tha cor» 

responding oanerete attributes and connection® of wterial objects, 

«ha concrete conditions and corresponding ml relationships whioh taka 

place   at a given moaent of the development of any phenomena or proees- 

seSi 

ma oonerete nature of truth is manifested in the prooess of 

J# 



cognition in various aspeots.    Primarily,  it appears in the process 

of the formation and development of the moet important scientific 

concepts, in the unity of the oonereie and abstract aspects.    As is 

wll-known, this idea was given us already by Marx*    He showed that 

. the concrete aspect of a thought as a reflection of concrete reality» 

is revealed, in a series of separate abstract definitions,    Mä V. I» 

Lenin shows that only the infinit© sum of abstract definitions renders 

this Generate aspect fully*    This  last thought of V.  I» Lenin charac- 

terises the entire uninterrupted process of human cognition..   But at 

emry definite stag® of it,  this cognition has ft. certain degree of 

accuracy and approximaticaa-the concrete aspect.of reality with the 

help of a number of developing abstract definitions (or particular 

concepts) synthesized in the corresponding concrete concept»    In show- 

ing the futility of the forael-abstract method in political economy, 

Marx  said that the establishment of economic systems and working out 

of the most important economic concepts proceeded exactly in the above- 

mentioned vmy» at first some abstract definitions were created-labor, 

distribution of labor, money, value, and others-and after this general 

and at the same time concrete concepts were formed,   such as the state» 

international exchange, world market*    The same law applies,  obviously, 

also to the development of concepts in the natural and mathematical 

sciences*    Thus,  the rise and development of the concept of mathema- 

tical infinity historically required the creation of an entire series 

of separat« abstract definitions-concepts of variable*  potential and 

actual infinity,, of differentials, Integrale»  Unit, fta5.cti.ons,, great 

13 



numbers, etc. Hera in all cares the concrete acte as a definite his- 

torical result of cognition but, of course, it is in no way complete, 

absolute or final, but only an important moment in the uninterrupted 

process of the development of knowledge. 

The question of the concreteness of truth iß also revealed in the 

dialectic of general and particular cognition,V. I. Lenin shows that 

the general is manifested in the particular as its decisive part, as 

its essence* But et the same time, the general does not exhaust or 

cover the variety of the particular as the concrete, which in this 

respect is richer than the general. These Minist ideas ere of great 

significance at the present moment for Marxist-Leninist theory* The  _ 

resolutions of the 20th ■ congress CPSIT and the kosoow declaration of 

1S57 point out the enormous significance of analyzing and tailing into 

account concrete peculiarities and concrete conditions in various 

countries in the struggle of the working class for building a social- 

ist society. At the same time, analysis of concrete conditions and 

peculiarities of every country does not ever mean forgetting and 

denying the roost important and determining general laws of the struggle 

for socialism* This theoretical statement, given in the above-men- 

tioned documents, clearly shows the untenable position of both the ab- 

stract-dogmatic approach to these questions and the revisionist denial 

of the most important general principles of Marxism-Leninism, 

Finally, the principle of the concreteness of truth in the theory 

of cognition in dialectical materialism is extremely important in yet 

another connection. This principle requires, as ¥. I. Lenin developed- 

14 



particularly fully and profoundly, a conorate-hietorieal analysis of        * 

developing social events.    It iß well-known that our covmmUt party 

1« oMittwly applying the general principle of Sferxiat-I^inist 

theory to einging historical conditions    A new remarkable mod.l of 

a creative,  concrete-historical analysis of the laws of develop^ 

of the present »pooh 1. contained in the most i^ortant^eais given 

in the report by I., 8." Khrushchev to the 21st C<*e™*/<**>> that «the 

eountxW of socially   successfully utilising the possibility con- 

tained in th« socialist systm, will accomplish th» transition to th« 

higher stage of ». comraunißt society at more or less the saiao tlae.« 

Th» dialectic thesis "there is no abstract truth, truth i« always eon- 

ertt," is of drying theoretical as weil as practical significance. 

In connection with the Leninist thesis on the oonoreteness of       - 

truth,  it is necessary to briefly evaluate the attempts at setting up 

a .o-o.ll*i absolute,   logical   .IgoritW     • .    These attests have their 

,  origin a.    «*rty ae in the notorious «art of  tally" in the Middle 

Ages i  later,  «ueh intellects as Lrttait« «nd replace att^pted to work 

out an absolut^/logical^the^ticfil algorithm with the aid of which 

it would ba possible to solve any K*th*»tioal problem in the last 

feead, septic geologists such as K»n»p. Morri., KorafclbsMy and 

aleo the Polish logicians Tar^ki    and hkMttwicz are attempting to 

.,t up universal «table« of science" and various syst«» of «Metallic«, 

Metalanguage« and «JSetagra^r.«    In all such cases the scientifio 

retirement of the oaorrtmni of truth is infringed and an artificial 

extrapolation of a priori principles for an unlisted group of pheno- 

15 



ffi<sna,  qualitativ different from each other,  is taking place.    For 

tfal. rea8on all such sehomes are fruitless in a scientific way a, they 

ftyQ an abstract fo«*U.atl<m of science .nd a denial of its concrete 

content. 

The ^dejoislve^j^le^c^^ 

criterion of truth^» Lmiiii». eentrml id.« in the theory of cognition 

is that of the decisive, role of practice in the entire process of cog- 

nition. It is the only objective and decisive criterion of truth in 

cognition* This important role o« be fulfilled and i. really being 

fulfilled by practice in the process of the development of « tea.« 

ledge, in all its various aspects and nanifAstatitm». Dialectical 

materialise ocnsld«» practice to be the soeial-hUtorlcal activity of 

people-activity in the field of production, the practice of the class 

struggle and the practice of scientific experiments and observation«." 

Such a concept of practice makes it possible to r«re*l its role as 

the decisive criterion of truth, in the Boei.l. wtural and math«- 

tical sciences* 

Above all, practice as the social«historical, material activity of 

people appears as a o«*let*ly d«fliiit«-«d in thi. e«t«, absolute« 

criterion of truth in cognition, establishing the truth of truly scien- 

tific theories and refuting all lying theories and assertions. On this 

plane, «ampl*. from the history of science, which Bhm  the downfall of 

agnosticism are of particular Import««». Suffice it to recall the 

following convincing facts. In 1872 the permanent secretary of the 

Berlin Academy of Sciences Dubois-Bftiiaemd, i* the apeeoh «The Borders 

of Natural Science»" enumerate seven 



"world riddlesn-scientific problems which,  in his opinion, 

would never be solved.    And what happened?    At present all or nearly 

all thee© problems have been solved in principles among them,  one of 

the most difficult-the problem of the essence of life-has been pro- 

foundly elucidated by the Russian physiological,   school of Sechenov- 

Vvedenskiy-Pavlov. 

In 1900 Gilbert, at an international mathematics 1 oongress>;enum- 

er&ted 38 mathematical problems which the    thenbeginning 20th century 

would have to solve.    We can say with pride that already long; before 

its end,  our century has solved these problems.    Not long ago the 

great physicist of our age,   Albert Einstein,   ironically recommended 

that we return to a discussion on the use of atomic energy in 100 

years»    The creator of.the theory of relativity could  still in his 

life-time convince himself that his pessimistic prognoses had been 

groundless»    Finally, many bourgeois philosophers and even many scien- 

tists-specialists would hardly have believed a few years ago that man- 

kind was  capable of putting the first artificial planet' into orbit 

between the Earth and Mars in 18591    All this is convincing proof of 

the enormous force of human cognition»  it reveals the complete ground- 

lessness of agnosticism and demonstrates the role 'of human practice 

PS ths deoieive,  fcrc* in that connection absolute,   criterion of the 

truth of our knowledge» 

At the same time,  practice also ßcts as a relative "indeterminate" 

criterion of truth in the sense,  that it can not fully end absolutely 

eortfira the truth of human knowledge as "final" and "absolute" truths,. 
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as Infallible and eternal dogmas, which mean the end of the develop- 

ment of the cognition of the world.    This is also determined by the 

fact that not only human knowledge but also the social practice of 

people itself is continually developing and being filled with new 

; content,    l*t us remember for example» the period in the history of 

scienfcse -when, it was considered to be one of the essential signs of a 

oheatioal element if it was impossible to divide or decompose it.    This 

was proved by the practice of that time, which was limited in its 

technical means.    Its further development showed that it was not per- 

missible to consider practice absolute and correspondingly transform 

our knowledge into an absolute, into unshakeable dogmas for eternity. 

This applies to an even greater extent to the development of social 

theories* 

It was pointed «ft above, that tha nm historical practice of 

the struggle of the working class for socialism and eoastauaisia requires 

en enrichment    of lferacist-Leninist science with new thesis 5 this means 

that it is not permissible to absolut!«e and dopustls® old thesfe »van 

though they correspond to the old conditions and praotioe of a definite 

historical period.    This acquires a particularly great significance 

in the present epoch, when an unusual"acceleration of historical devel- 

opment is taking place», as was foreseen by the genius of V»  1* Lenin, 

when tha ra&sses with their titanic labor are transforming the world in a 

rery short time and and are building s new coarauniist society.    The 

entire historical practice of mankind will be developed extremely 

Lrapidly, profoundly and nusmy-eidedlyj this requires righly «nd logically, 
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a corresponding development of social science end does not permit any 

absolutlsation or fetish, both in connection with, various theses   of 

science and in human, practice itself, which1 is always of & concrete» 

his torlos. 1 and not abstract^äog^iatio ch&r&ater« 

In this briefly,  consists the dialectic cher&eter of the criterion 

of practice in cognition, pointed   out by V. I. Lenin in hie work of 

geniuss "Materialism and Ekapirtecritieies!Un 

Let us briefly consider in this connection, the question of the 

so-called "logical criterion of truth,"    The essence of the "logical 

criterion" consists in determining the sense and meaning of logical 

theses by their connection and correspondence urith other logical theses. 

The real sens© of the "logical  criterion** is determined by the fact, 

that it is founded entirely on the principle of the non-contrsdiotory 

character of thought»    For this res son it must be said that,  in the first 

plao© the "logical criterion of truth1* founded on the given principle, 

is on© of the necessary factors of the real process of cognition,  par- 

ticularly important in the process of erecting and developing deductive 

scientific systems,  in. particular various systems of geometry; in the 

second place,  the  "logical criterion" can not be a criterion of objec- 

tive truth in cognition,    as it itself belongs entirely to the logical 

sphere and not to natural realityi thus, all the more unfounded are 

all forms1-logiosl attempts to make it absolute^ in the third place, 

the "logical criterion" can be of only relative significance,  In 

connection with and depending on the essential said decisive criterion 

of truth in cognition-the criterion of practice in the broad Leninißt 
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sans« of the word» 

Lenin's great ideas in the doctrine of truth are being confirmed 

over end over again in contemporary science and practice and serve 

as guiding stars in the cognition of the world, insuring a profound 

and progressive development of science* 
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